SURVEY FOR TILLAMINA LBR. CO.

REMONUMENTATION OF EXISTING CORNER

¼ Sec. Cor. To Sec's. 5 & 8

T. 6 S. R. 9 W. Nw. Meridian

This Corner's original B.T.'s were a 12" Cedar which bears N 10° E - 15 lks.
and a 10" Fir which bears S 14° W - 29 lks.

On 6/19/65 Leonard Whitmore of the U.S.F.S. at Hohe Reestablished the Original
Corner position from the old witnesses. The 12" Cedar showing axe marks and
rotted center and now being 25' and a 12" Fir was found fallen on ground with
original scribe marks. Forest Service records are on file at the Hohe Ranger Station.

Leonard Whitmore set a 3" post at the corner position and scribed new B.T.'s
as follows: A 74" D.F. Bears S 37° E - 46½ lks. mdk. ½ S S B T
A 35" D.F. Bears N 42° E - 58 lks. mdk. ½ S 5 B T

Since that time logging operations have been carried on, the corner post set
by Whitmore has been moved, the ground disturbed and the witness tree scribed
by Whitmore in Sec. 5 has been cut though the stump still shows the scribe marks.

Established:

I reestablished the corner position from the witness trees set by Leonard
Whitmore and at the corner set a 1" by 30" cased iron pipe 24" in the ground.

I scribed one new B. T. as follows: 14" Hemlock bears N 64° 30' E - 8.1 ft
scribed ½ S 5 B T

The 74" D.F. scribed by Whitmore still stands and bears S 37° E - 30.69 ft.
scribed ½ S 8 B T

Witnessed:

Jerry Sparks
9/21/68

[Signatures]